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As a joint initiative, Aker BP, Lundin-Norway, Aker Solutions, TechnipFMC, Aibel and Aize, together with Sirius 

(the oil and gas research centre at the University of Oslo) have developed and demonstrated a common digital 

model representation of the information in early-phase design bases for oil & gas field developemnts. The scope 

of the project was to develop a proof of concept for a Digital Design Basis that supports data-centric rather than 

document-based engineering. 

The project established a standards-based data model that holds data about both the design basis and functional 

requirements decided by an operator. This model that can be implemented in any relevant software tools in 

a concept study, to ensure that information shared between operators and EPC vendors, with their different 

software tools, have the same meaning and understanding. The model is based on a common digitalized language 

for communication along the field development supply chain. 
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B

. Introduction 

.1. Scope and purpose of this paper 

Energy developments on the Norwegian Continental Shelf are un-

er unprecedented pressure with regard to cost, efficiency and sustain-

bility. After the price crash of 2015, all parties in the Norwegian in-

ustry: operators, suppliers, government and trade unions, formed a

onKraft (competitive strength) initiative to maintain competitiveness

 KonKraft, 2018 ). This paper presents the Digital Design Basis (DDB), a

oint project that arose out of this work. 

In early-phase design, operating companies prepare design basis doc-

ments that they send to vendors as a starting point for design. Each op-

rator uses their own formats. This means that most information is sup-

lied as PDF files and Excel spreadsheets. This means that a contractor

eeds to handle data in many different formats, from many operators,
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bout essentially the same things. This results in tedious manual work,

ranscription errors and increased cost. 

These problems can be resolved if all parties in early-phase design

an agree on a shared data model for the information in the design basis.

e call this a Digital Design Basis (DDB). This model provides a template

nto which operators and vendors can enter data and share it with each

ther. Engineering applications and life-cycle information systems can

lso then automatically ingest and use the data, without manual data

ntry. Through using this model, we move from a document-based to a

ata-based workflow. 

The DDB project brought together three operating companies

Lundin Energy, AkerBP and Equinor), three engineering vendors (Aker

olutions, TechnipFMC and Aibel) and SIRIUS, a collaborative research

entre at the University of Oslo. 

The first phase of the project was completed in early 2021. This

roof-of-concept prepared a shared model of the information and

emonstrated its use in data transfer. The model captured the informa-

ion needs of the involved operating companies. It is based, pragmati-

ally, on current and developing standards, such as ISO/IEC81346, CFI-

OS ( CFIHOS, 0000 ), DEXPI ( DEXPI, 2021 ) and ISO15926 ( Kim et al.,

020 ) (especially part 14). The model itself is expressed using semantic
February 2022 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the staged-gate field development 

process, showing the volume and frequency of changes 

in information during the early phases of the project. 
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t  
eb standards (OWL ( Hitzler et al., 2012 ) and RDF ( Cyganiak et al.,

014 )). This choice of technology allows us to use reasoning methods

o check consistency of data, requirements and assumptions. 

The proof-of-concept shows that it was possible to load operator in-

ormation into a data set defined by the model. This data was then in-

ested into the proprietary engineering tools that are developed by Aker

olutions and TechnipFMC. We also demonstrated how an engineering

pplication for pipe simulation accesses this data. 

This work is yet another in the long and complex effort to achieve

fficiency in engineering through shared data models. We believe that

ecent advances in database and semantic technologies allow us to move

aster and more directly towards this aim. We also demonstrate the

ower and potential of bringing an industrial ecosystem to work to-

ether on reducing transaction cost. Our findings are relevant for further

ork on later phases of engineering. They are also directly applicable

o engineering activities in other process and heavy industries. 

This paper is structured as follows. First, we will describe the design

asis, its role in field development and the benefits that can be expected

rom moving to a DDB. We then briefly place this work into the broader

ontext of research on interoperabilty, in particular semantic interop-

rability, in process engineering. We then present the technologies we

ave used to implement the DDB and present details of the model. Ex-

erience from two proof-of-concept examples is then presented, before

e conclude and point towards on-going further work. 

.2. The role of the design basis in field development 

The design basis in engineering is usually a set of documentation that

efines, according the US Department of Energy ( Design Basis, 0000 ),

The set of requirements that bound the design of systems, structures,

nd components within the facility. Those design requirements include

onsideration of safety, plant availability, efficiency, reliability, and

aintainability ”. Sloley (2014) divides this information into a project-

pecific design basis and a basic engineering data document. The latter

ontains information that is specific to a site or company. He notes that

hese documents overlap. This was also our experience. 

We collected and analysed typical design basis documents from the

hree operating companies. The documents used were either from early-

hase projects or templates for the same. We saw that the design basis

ontained both requirements, site-relevant information and corporate

ata. Fig. 1 shows how the design basis grows as a project passes through

ts various stages and decision gates (DG). The diagram shows how the

esign basis grows with the project. Results of one phase form the design

asis for the next. If this information is exchanged as documents, there

s an in-built loss of information at each stage. 

The project reference group discussed the potential benefits at each

tage of adopting a digital design basis. These are listed in Table 1 . The
2 
eference or customer group consisted of experienced project engineers

rom each operating company and vendor. 

In this project we looked at the design basis from DG0 to DG2. In

his phase of the project, an operator has selected an oil field for devel-

pment and is interacting with vendors to identify, define and estimate

he cost of a field development concept. 

In this phase, the operator prepares a set of information that con-

ains a mixture of facts and requirements . Here we use an idiosyncratic

efinition of the term "fact" to include the operators best estimates of

he properties of the oilfield and the environment in which it is to be

eveloped. The EPC supplier works to develop a concept that produces

il and gas based on these facts in a way that meets the supplied require-

ents. These requirements may come from corporate policies, industry

tandards or regulatory obligations. Specifications on the functional per-

ormance of the concept are also requirements. 

. The DDB in the context of engineering data interoperability 

The interoperability of engineering data has been a research and im-

lementation challenge for nearly as long as computers have been used

n engineering. Progress has gone in waves (rather like Artificial Intel-

igence) where enthusiastic progress has been followed by periods of

isillusionment and consolidation. 

The first wave of work on the computerised management of engi-

eering design began in the1980 ′s with the advent of the minicom-

uter and the first electronic CAD tools. An initial vision was to build

ngineering databases as a hub for information, but as Benayoune

nd Preece noted in 1987 ( Benayoune and Preece, 1987 ), relational

atabases ”are not designed to handle the complex static and dynamic

ature of process engineering design data ”. From the first adoption of

imulation tools, the need has been seen to support exchange of design

ata. This led to collaborative effort to develop standards, such as PDXI

 Goldfarb and Dealmeida, 1996 ) in the1990 ′s. Wozny et al. (1992) drew

p visions for this decade and a review of status around 2000 is given by

arquardt (1999) . They both build a vision where an integrated design

nvironment ties together engineering data and simulation. 

A summary of this progress is given by Mayer et al. (2013) , who,

riting in 2013, look back on the two decades of work that resulted

n the ISO15926 ( Leal ,2005 ) and MIMOSA ( Gilabert et al., 2012 ) stan-

ards. The Norwegian continental shelf was an area where many of these

ethods were developed and tried out ( Gulla et al., 2006a; 2006b ).

t was in this period also that the OntoCAPE ontology was developed

nd applied to interoperability ( Marquardt, 2010; Wiesner et al., 2011;

010 ). 

The ISO15926 standard dates back to 1990, with the EU-driven ES-

RIT initiative ProcessBase. This led to the formation of several consor-

ia for standardization of process plant life-cycle data modelling, notably
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Table 1 

The shared and individual benefits and motivators for implementing a digital design basis. 

Phase Operator Supplier 

DG0-DG1 ∙ Reduced number of engineering hours. ∙ Continual updating of data allows better responsiveness. 

Appraise Concept ∙ Increased quality of data supplied to supplier. ∙ Better communication with operator around common understanding. 

∙ Standardized formats and better revision control. ∙ Automated generation of conceptual design. 

∙ Reduced need to follow-up suppliers and resolve queries. 

DG1-DG2 ∙ Simple revisions and extension of the design basis. ∙ Standardized solutions to reduce cost. 

Select Concet ∙ Standardized formats and better revision control ∙ Reuse of existing solutions. 

∙ Faster planning and preparation. 

∙ Better use of capacity. 

After DG2 ∙ More precise information leads to better quality in project and deliverables. 

FEED ∙ Shared understanding and transfer of knowledge between supplier and operator. 

∙ Reuse project information to enhance operator’s performance and suppliers’ products. 

∙ Faster throughput and project execution leading to first production sooner. 
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PISTLE and POSC/Caesar. The first parts of ISO15926 were eventually

ublished in 2003, with a data model based on the entity relation-based

anguage EXPRESS (part 2). Later, the standard was extended with a ref-

rence data library containing terms used in the process industry (part

), a template methodology (part 7). 

By that time, W3C recommendations for OWL had been published,

nd it was decided to move ISO15926 in the direction of semantic web

tandards. Part 8, published in 2011, was the first effort by ISO15926

owards embracing the semantic web standards, describing how the

emplate-building mechanism of part 7 may be implemented in OWL.

n 2018, part 12 was published, providing a life-cycle integration ontol-

gy expressed in OWL, thus taking the full step into the semantic web. 

The part 12 ontology has, however, features in the use of OWL rea-

oning that prevent potential users taking advantage of one of the most

mportant novel features of OWL. To remedy this, ISO15926 part 14 is

nder development. This provides an ISO15926-based upper ontology

n a way which also fully supports OWL reasoning. There is an ongoing

rocess which aims to publish the ISO15926 part 14 ontology (not to

e confused by the part 14 standard document) by POSC Caesar and the

EADI project ( READI, 0000 ). 

The currently most updated version of the ISO15926 part 14 ontol-

gy is used as upper ontology in our DDB data model. 

Unfortunately, this activity did not result in a radical change in how

he industry builds and maintains facilities. Braaksma et al. (2011) iden-

ified three types of challenge to adoption of interoperability: 

Business Environment The financial and regulatory constraints or

pressures that either inhibit or promote work interoperability.

Presence or lack of support and implementation by tool vendors

for CAD, simulation and engineering. 

Organization Methods for interoperability are complex and require

skills that are not present in companies. These new methods also

demand new work practices. This provokes resistance to change

and management scepticism. 

Standards The standards proposed are complex, unstable, slow to

develop and could not be scaled up ( Gielingh, 2008 ). Standards,

in particular ISO15926 ( Smith, 2006 ), made ontological commit-

ments that complicated use. The standards also lacked tool sup-

port and used an outdated language, EXPRESS. 

Since around 2013 we have seen a renewed interest in interoper-

bility, driven by a broader business interest in digital transformation.

f we use the same structure as Braaksma et al. above, the following

hings have changed in ways that make it once again promising to work

ith standardisation for engineering interoperability. 

Business Environment The oil industry suffered price shocks in

2013 and 2020 and is under constant pressure to respond to the

challenges of global climate change. The process industry faces

similar challenges. Top management supports digitalization ini-

tiatives that can help with these challenges. Tool vendors are
3 
adopting platform and service-based business models that require

interoperability. Regulators and governments recognise the ben-

efits of interoperability and encourage semantic data sharing as

a tool to improve competitiveness. 

Organization Organizations are working to introduce digital com-

petence and implement new digital methods in organizations.

This can lead to lower resistance to novel methods and new work

practices. Project execution models are adapted to allow tighter

integration of engineering data between customers, vendors and

equipment suppliers. 

Standards Industry consortia, notably CFIHOS ( CFIHOS, 0000 ),

READI ( READI, 0000 ) and DEXPI ( DEXPI, 2021 ), have worked

to develop standards with limited scope and simple ontological

commitments. Semantic standards have moved from EXPRESS to

modern languages, notably OWL ( Hakkarainen et al., 2006 ). This

leads to better tool support and the ability to build on the pro-

gramming skills of the wider semantic web community. 

This recent work is summarized by Wiedau et al. (2021, 2019) , who

uild on the DEXPI representation of piping and instrumentation di-

grams to support a broader asset life-cycle. They see this approach

s being an enabler for AI applications and requirement management

n engineering and operations. They also introduce the ISO/IEC81346

tandard ( ISO/IEC81346-1, 2009 ) for aspect-based breakdown of com-

lex systems. They propose that a combination of this standard with

SO15926 is desirable. We agree with this and have used this as a guid-

ng principle in this work. 

Fillinger et al. (2017, 2019) have also worked on interoperability

cross the asset life-cycle and implemented this as a prototype plant de-

ign tool ( Fillinger et al., 2021 ). They note that even now, there are seri-

us challenges to this type of interoperability (see also Doe et al. (2021) ).

e, once again, organize these under three headings: 

Business Environment Vendors and customers are locked into pro-

prietary systems. According to Fillinger et al. (2019) , there seems

that ”few software vendors and users (of customized software)

are currently willing to accept some level of compromise regard-

ing the standardization. ”

Organization Unstructured documents (PDF, Excel, Word) are still

the primary exchange formats. 

Standards Lossless format conversions are needed when exchanging

data across diverse, legacy systems ( Doe et al., 2021 ). There is

still lack of agreement on reference data. There are still few or

no standards for information exchanges . Existing standards lack

maturity and coverage. Excel, PDF and existing schemas are not

scalable. 

Our work seeks to complement the efforts described above by ad-

ressing an important, but limited, problem, namely interoperability of

oncept data in early engineering phases. The approach we describe in

he next section builds a combination of ISO/IEC81346 and ISO15926
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information to be encoded. 

1 http://purl.org/pav 
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/2008/WD-skos-reference-20080829/skos.html 
odelling principles and uses a modern, effective set of tools that sup-

ort IT methods such as semantic reasoning. 

. Technical principles and tools 

.1. Technical principles 

In this section we present and discuss the technology choices and

odelling decisions we have made in building the DDB model. This sec-

ion contains the computer science and semantic technology foundations

pon which we build the model. 

.1.1. Top ‐down, functional modelling 

We are representing design of an oil & gas field concept, not an

s-built asset. This means that we choose to use a top-down systems

reakdown, as described in ISO/IEC81346. Our modelling is based on

he Reference Designation System (RDS) for Oil & Gas, issued in 2020

 READI, 2020 ). This classification allows complex oil and gas systems

o be broken down into sub-systems that focus on specific aspects of in-

erest. The three primary aspects defined in ISO/IEC81346 are function,

roduct and location. We follow the approach taken by the READI Infor-

ation Modelling Framework project ( Fjøsna and Waaler, 2021 ), where

e assign information to objects, blocks, in an RDS breakdown. In the

arly phase of a field development, most of our modelling focuses on the

unctional aspect of the system. The design process consists of proposing

unctional blocks that meet the functional requirements and constraints

what we have called facts) expressed in the design basis. In early phase,

hese blocks correspond to top-level systems in the RDS for Oil & Gas:

roduction blocks represent wells and well-heads, Transport blocks rep-

esent piping and riser and Processing blocks represent manifolds and

he production facility. 

.1.2. Use of generic modelling patterns 

Generic and reusable modelling patterns have been developed to cap-

ure the meaning and nature of a design basis. The aim is to reflect what

s seen in the real world as precisely as possible, in such a way that com-

lex relationships are captured and can easily be retrieved. Rather than

odelling to support a specific use of the information, we have tried to

odel in a generic way, thereby making the information available to

erve many purposes. 

.1.3. Open semantic web standards: OWL and RDL 

The model is based on open, semantic web standards. Today, there

re many large ontologies in active development and use, both open

ommunity efforts and proprietary industrial ontologies. During the last

ecade, we have also seen a migration of STEP and ISO15926 to these

tandards. Many software tools are available, both open source and com-

ercial. This technology landscape serves the intentions of a common

DB data model and exchange format well. We hope to encourage up-

ake and use in the industry by basing the data model and formats on

pen and well-defined standards. 

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) ( Hitzler et al., 2012 ) is a family

f knowledge representation languages for writing ontologies. An on-

ology is, in the context of computer science, a formal description of

he concepts of a domain of discourse, and the relations between them

 Man, 2013 ). It usually consists of a (1) taxonomy or vocabulary of con-

ept types , with general concepts at the top and more specific concepts

owards the leaf nodes, as well as (2) defined relation types between the

oncepts. Usually, concept membership is regulated with axioms , that is,

ogical expressions that define the requirements for being a member of

 concept. 

The original intention of OWL was to provide a web-friendly lan-

uage to help computers understand the meaning of web documents

nd information. Thus, OWL builds on commonly used web technolo-

ies like XML and RDF. Today, OWL is used in a much broader context,

or organizing and formalizing knowledge and domain vocabularies. 
4 
What sets OWL apart from most other languages for defining vocabu-

aries, is its model-theoretic formal semantics. This means that for every

ell-formed OWL expression there is precise, mathematical way to as-

ess its truth value, purely based on its intrinsic structure. These formal

emantics allows for automated computer-based analysis of ontology

roperties. We can tell whether an ontology is consistent, or whether a

oncept is subsumed by another. This analysis process is called ontology

easoning. It is worth noting that the reasoning process is completely in-

ependent of how the concepts relate to the domain of discourse ( “the

eal world ”). 

OWL has several profiles, defining subsets of the full OWL expressiv-

ty, with desirable computational properties with respect to reasoning.

ur DDB data model uses the OWL 2 DL profile ( Motik et al., 2012 ),

hich includes most of the expressiveness of OWL 2. 

Finally, it is worth noting that OWL is an open standard, free for

nyone to use to build ontologies or compatible software systems. Us-

ng OWL ensures that one is not tied to any one specific proprietary

latform. This is essential when the intention is to build a common data

odel to be used across organizations in a supply chain. 

.1.4. Shared data models with private data 

The DDB data model is based, where possible, on existing ontologies.

his speeds up our development as we reuse others’ work rather than

eveloping everything from scratch. 

In practice, this meant that the model is based on several imported

WL ontologies. We import a stack of ontologies implemented by the

EADI Joint Industry Project (JIP), starting with an ISO15926 part 14

oundational ontology. We then used adapted versions of the ontology

or tracking Provenance, Authoring and Versioning 1 and the SKOS Sim-

le Knowledge Organization System RDF Schema 2 . We also import on-

ologies based on of IEC61355 (defining classification of documents)

nd ISO/IEC81346. 

The data model serves as public and common authoritative resource

or the vocabulary terms needed to define a digital design basis. Its

urpose is to be shared between all stakeholders in the industry. This

pen approach to the data model must not, however, be understood

s a “share-everything-with-everyone ” approach. The design basis doc-

ment contains business-critical and sensitive information, only to be

hared between an operator and its chosen vendors. Thus, privacy also

pplies to the digital design basis. Although the data model is shared

nd freely available, each digital design basis is still private. 

We achieve this by broadly separating the types in the model from

he axioms. The common, shared model provides the shared grammar

hat we use to structure the axioms that define each specific design ba-

is. This approach is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 . Here an operator

ses an API or user interface to enter design basis information structured

sing the model. In our case we show an engineer from Lundin Energy

ntering data from their Alta Gotha field development. The stored model

s then readable by Aker Solutions and TechnipFMC in a way that allows

t to be imported into their proprietary design tools. The data can also

e extracted for use in common design applications for well-head equip-

ent and pipelines. 

.1.5. Use of templates to simplify modelling 

A challenge when using OWL as a modelling languages is that it is

 very low-level language. This means that many RDF statements are

equired to implement data models and that there are many repeated

atterns that are needed for modelling. This can make the models diffi-

ult to understand and maintain. To use an analogy: building a model

n OWL is like programming in Assembler. Higher level constructs are

eeded to abstract away this clutter and allow us to concentrate on the

http://www.purl.org/pav
https://www.w3.org/TR/2008/WD-skos-reference-20080829/skos.html
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Fig. 2. How we structure and use the DDB. 

Fig. 3. Example of the modelling pattern used to represent a quantity of an object. The cyan and yellow objects are OWL named Individuals, while the rounded 

magenta objects are OWL classes. The magenta object with square corners is an OWL individual defining the units for the value. (For interpretation of the references 

to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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For example, each numerical value in the model is rep-

esented by a simple, but verbose pattern of OWL state-

ents. Thus, the nitrogen content of a stream is repre-

ented by the pattern shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the individual

stream1_nitrogen (cyan) has a ddbc:hasQuantity
elation to an individual :stream1_nitrogen_amount ,
hich is of rdf:type om:AmountOfSubstanceFraction .
he individual :stream1_nitrogen_amount represents a

uantity of the individual :stream1_nitrogen , namely, the

mount of substance as a fraction, represented by the classifier

m:AmountOfSubstanceFraction . 
We have found that Reasonable Ontology Templates (OTTR)

 Skjæveland et al., 2018 ) are a valuable tool for building the model

nd data. OTTR is a language for representing ontology modelling pat-

erns. It is designed to support interaction with OWL or RDF knowledge

ases at a higher level of abstraction, using modelling patterns rather

han OWL axioms or RDF triples. In one sense, OTTR can be viewed as

 macro language for RDF and OWL. 

Take, for instance, the quite complex RDF pattern required to repre-

ent a quantity value shown above. Instead of having to manually write

he whole pattern every time we want to express a quantity value, we de-

ne an OTTR template over the pattern. An OTTR template consists of a

ignature, which defines the number and type of input parameters to the

emplate, much like a function definition in a programming language,

nd a template body, which defines how the input parameters are to be

ranslated into OWL expressions or RDF patterns. The body may include

alls to other OTTR templates, allowing a hierarchy of templates. In the

ase of a quantity value, we may define a template Measure , with the

ollowing signature: 

Measure(ottr:IRI ?phenomenon, owl:Class 
quantity, ottr:IRI ?unit, rdfs:Literal 
value) The arguments are written as a list of < type >
 parameter_name > pairs, and the parameters are (through

he definitions in the body, which we omit here) interpreted as follows:
5 
• ?phenomenon - the object to which the quantity value applies. 

• ?quantity - the quantity which is expressed, a subclass of

om:Quantity . 
• ?unit - the unit of measure for the quantity value, an OWL indi-

vidual. 

• ?value - the numerical value of the quantity, usually a decimal

number. 

We can the express, e.g., that an object :object has a length of

.5 metres by the template instance expression 

Measure(:object, om:Length, om:meter, 
3.5 ”ˆˆx sd:double) 

This abstracts away the complexity of OWL quantity value modelling

attern, allowing us to focus on the parameter values. OTTR provides

echanisms for extracting template instances from tabular data sources,

ike Excel files and databases. 

.2. Units of measurement 

There is currently no standard ontology for quantities and units of

easure for the oil & gas industry. Since measurements and numeric val-

es are essential in a design basis, DDB needed an ontology to regulate

ow such values are represented. The patterns shown above implements

n approach to modelling units of measurement that builds on system-

tic review ( Mart ı n-Recuerda et al., 2020 ) of existing ontologies. 

We chose ”The Ontology of Units of Measure (OM)2.0 ′′3 as our basis

ntology. There was, however, a need to modify the original OM ontol-

gy slightly. Firstly, we needed to make OM fit into the ISO15926 part

4 upper ontology stack. Secondly, we needed to address some perfor-

ance issues of the original OM ontology with the HermiT OWL rea-

oner. In addition, there were some units missing, e.g., volumetric units

ased on standard conditions for pressure and temperature. 
https://github.com/HajoRijgersberg/OM 

https://www.github.com/HajoRijgersberg/OM
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.2.1. Tools and integration 

The model and demonstration was implemented using an

pen-source technology stack, where the Protégé ontology editor

 https://protege.stanford.edu/ ) was used as authoring tool and Apache

ena Fuseki ( https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/ ) was

sed as a triple-store database and SPARQL. 

Integration requires us to be able to offer the model through an API

hat supports queries from client systems. Our proof-of-concept offered

 SPARQL end-point. 

The model also needs to be serialized. We can write the model in all

ommon graph serialization formats: Turtle, OWL/XML, RDF/XML and

SON-LD. 

. The design basis model 

Having described the technology used, we are now in a position to

escribe the DDB model in detail. This section first presents the DDB core

ntology, followed by discussions of the ISO/IEC81346 system break-

own. The section concludes with a discussion of the modelling of topol-

gy and fluid properties. 

.1. The DDB core ontology 

The DDB model is built around a core ontology that contains con-

epts that represent the facts, constraints, system blocks and materials

n the design basis. 

Facts OilandGasProductionProfile with sub-classes

ProductionProfile-P10 , ProductionProfile-P50 
and ProductionProfile-P50 , represent the opera-

tor’s estimates of production from the field. Agreement ,
Company , FieldOperator , FieldOwner , Petroleum
ProductionLicense and License are facts about the

commercial status and identity of the development. Composi-

tion and properties of the well fluids are also represented, as

described below. 

Constraints Constraints are expressed as values allocated to vari-

ables at points in the system model. For example, an operator

may specify a minimum allowable pressure drop along a produc-

tion flowline. This is realized by a specification of pressure at the

outlet of the flow-line. 

System blocks We have defined types for Well ,
SubseaTemplate , SubseaPipelineEndTermination ,
Pipeline , PipeEnd , Outlet , Inlet OilAndGasField
and FPSO model the functional systems that can be used to

build the concept and the design basis. 

Materials The types GaseousCompound , Hydrocarbon
Compound , LiquidCompound , NaturalGas , Produced
Water and RawCrudeOil are used to model the materials

processed in the concept. Detailed modelling of the composition

of the fluids to be processed is done using the ChEBI ontology.

We describe this in more detail below. 

.2. System breakdown structure 

Systems in the DDB model are modelled based on the IEC/ISO81346

il and gas system structure definitions and its ontology representation

rovided by READI JIP. The ontology contains an oil & gas system and

omponent classification hierarchy based on the following four main

ategories: facilities, main systems, technical systems and component

ystems. 

In this work the object property lis:functionalPartOf is

sed to express that a system is a functional part of another system, as

hown in Fig. 4 . The figure also shows RDS designators in parentheses. 
6 
.3. System topology 

By system topology, we mean how the various components of a sys-

em are interconnected, in order to control the process flow through the

ystem. The systems specified in the proof-of-concept case are functional

epresentations of the would-be technical asset of the oil field. The topo-

ogical relations between those systems are implemented by the object

roperty ddbc:functionallyConnectedTo . 
Figure 5 shows how the components are connected. The ar-

ows are instances of the object property ddbc:functionally
onnectedTo , and the yellow rectangular boxes are individuals rep-

esenting the components which together make up the production line.

he components are not directly connected, but are rather connected via

ndividuals of the class ddbc:ConnectionPoint (blue diamonds in

he diagram). This provides a logical handle on which to attach further

acts or constraints. 

Some components, like the production pipeline, have features, i.e.,

istinctive attributes or aspects, modelled as subclasses of lis:Feature, as

hown in Fig. 6 . For the production pipeline, the feature is an instance

f the class ddbc:Outlet , indicating that it is the outlet end of the

ipeline. There is also an instance of the class ddbc:ProcessPoint ,
laced at the production pipeline outlet feature with the object property

dbc:locatedAt . We attach constraints, maximum and minimum

alues for pressure and temperature, at these points. 

.4. Materials and fluid properties 

We have modelled streams as instances of the class lis:Stream ,
ithout defining or constraining streams, except for indicating which

ipeline a stream flows through and its chemical composition. The com-

osition is described as a set of quantity values which apply to a given

tream at a defined process point, which is modelled as an individual of

he class ddbc:ProcessPoint . 
As a vocabulary for chemical entities, we use (a modified variant of)

he ChEBI ontology ( Degtyarenko et al., 2008 ), in which we only include

hose parts relevant for an oil and gas context. 

The chemical components can be divided into two categories: spe-

ific molecules or hydrocarbon molecules grouped by their number of

arbon atoms (so called ‘hypothetical components’). The latter category

ay be specified by (possibly unbounded) intervals of carbon atoms,

.g., C10-12 (containing arbitrary hydrocarbons with 10, 11, or 12 car-

on atoms) and C10+ (containing arbitrary hydrocarbons with 10 or

ore carbon atoms). 

A stream individual has rdf:type lis:Stream , and it is related

o its chemical components with the object property lis:hasPart ,
s shown in Fig. 7 . Each component has an rdf:type . For specific

olecules, the type is the ChEBI class for that molecule. However, for

ypothetical components, the type is an OWL class axiom stating that

n addition to being a hydrocarbon ( obo:CHEBI_24632 ), the compo-

ent as a regulated interval of carbon atoms, as shown for the compo-

ent :stream1_c10plus in Fig. 7 . 

Now that we have established how to represent the chemical compo-

ents of a stream, we may attach, to each component, values for amount

f substance, for molecular weight, for density, and other relevant prop-

rties. This is done following the pattern described in the OM2 ontology.

We have created a set of OTTR templates for stream components with

mount of substance values, with optional fields for molecular weight

nd density. We have also created OTTR templates for creating hypo-

hetical components, with different carbon atom count intervals. We

lso include SPARQL queries for retrieving chemical component data

er stream from a DDB payload; see appendix on SPARQL queries. This

as made rather complicated OWL patterns accessible to non-specialist

ngineers. 

https://www.protege.stanford.edu/
https://www.jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/
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Fig. 4. Functional breakdown of the functional objects of the demonstration case. The arrows encode the object property lis:funcionalPartOf . RDS 

designators are shown in parentheses. 

Fig. 5. The connections of the various components of 

the production line of the DDB demonstration case. 

Fig. 6. The pipe outlet feature of the produc- 

tion pipeline and a process point located at the 

outlet feature. The rectangular yellow boxes 

are individuals, while the rounded magenta 

boxes are OWL classes. The arrows are named 

with the type of relation they implement. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

7 
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Fig. 7. Example of modelling of chemical components of a stream. The stream individual :stream1 has four components, :stream1_nitrogen , 
:stream1_co2 , :stream1_methane , and :stream1_c10plus . 

Fig. 8. The layout of the demonstration case. The user interface is a mock-up that represents the core elements in the model. 
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. Demonstration with commercial engineering tools 

We conclude the paper with a description of the demonstration cases.

n all three cases we loaded a design basis description, derived from a

eal field development case, into the Fuseki triple-store database. We

hen used this data in three simple demonstration cases: 

1. Import into the TechnipFMC Subsea Studio TM tool. 

2. Import into the Aize / Aker Solutions Subsea Configuration tool. 

3. Extraction of data to run a pipeline sizing calculation. 

The Digital Design Basis starts with a field layout from the operator.

he model allows us to structure the rest of the DDB data and require-

ents around the technical systems in the layout. The case layout is

hown in Fig. 8 . It shows a well template with three lines: a production

ow-line, an injection line and an umbilical for power and services. 

We then enter a definition of the field development, including de-

criptive text. Next, we define the reservoir properties, using the stream

odelling described above. We manage either full analyses or analysis

ith pseudo-components. Thermodynamic table files can be added as

ata blobs if desired. They can also be generated by the contractor. 
8 
We then define the wells, and use the concept of process points to

esign constraints at key locations. This is a flexible concept that allows

imple linkage to the process flow sheet. 

Then we define the technical systems in the concept. The types of

echnical systems are consistent with ISO/IEC81346. Once this is done,

he operator can share a the Design Basis data with the engineering

endor. They can use this data in their applications by relying on the

ame common data model. 

.1. TechnipFMC Subsea Studio TM 

Subsea Studio TM is a digital tool, developed by TechnipFMC, that

rovides a graphical framework for building field development concepts

n the Concept, FEED and Tender phases of a project. It incorporates the

endor’s subsea engineering knowledge and can be used to visualize,

ptimize and select the best field development. The proof of concept

sed Subsea Studio to evaluate design basis information for a fictitious

perator and field. 

The DDB model was populated with the field’s design basis and func-

ional requirements. These were transferred to Subsea Studio by map-

ing the DDB models and Subsea Studio’s data model. Fig. 9 shows the
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Fig. 9. The proof of concept in the TechnipFMC engineering tool. 
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a  

o  
eld layout in Subsea Studio, which is composed by a reservoir, a tem-

late, pipeline and a PLET (Pipeline End Termination). 

Subsea Studio consumes the DDB data from the Fuseki endpoint

hrough a scripted interface which maps the two models. The goal with

he integration is to calculate the outlet pressure and temperature at the

nd of a subsea pipeline for a single well scenario. 

Data exchange of is done in real time by use of pre-defined SPARQL

ueries towards the Fuseki endpoint. The data is them imported in Sub-

ea Studio as a new field layout. The following data is consumed: 

• Composition of the reservoir fluids. 

• Field water depth and ambient temperature 

• The well production profile, giving time-series of water, gas and oil

flow rates 

• Surface roughness and thermal insulation for production pipeline 

Figure 10 shows the values imported from the Fuseki endpoint to

ubsea Studio for the Well production profile. This interface was spe-

ially built for this task and used exchange of JSON files. Subsea studio

hen used its interfaces to transfer the data further to simulation ap-

lications. Scaling this solution up requires programming of a mapped

nterface between the engineering tool and the model. We will come

ack to this challenge in the conclusions section below. 

.2. Sizing a pipeline 

We demonstrated that it was possible to extract data semantically

rom the model and use it to define a consistent data set for a pipeline

izing tool. We assumed for the case that we were sizing a single pro-

uction pipe from the Template to the Pipeline End Manifold (PLEM). 

The DDB model provided the following input to the simulator: 

• Flow rates for gas, liquid and water. 

• The flowing well-head pressure and temperature. 

• The heat transfer coefficient for the pipeline. 

• Ambient temperature. 

• Pipeline bathymetry and geometry (distance and elevation). 

• A thermodynamic table for calculations (supplied as a blob of data).

The contractor was then required to estimate values for pipeline in-

er diameter and roughness. The simulation then calculated outlet pres-
9 
ure and temperature. The contractor could then adjust inner diameter

o match constraints at the pipe end. 

Figure 11 shows the flow assurance simulation results for the field.

he plot shows the pressure and temperature results along the length of

he pipeline (10km). 

.3. Integration with Aker Solutions design tool 

Aker Solutions also used the DDB data in a series of evaluations us-

ng their Subsea Configurator tool. Their purpose was to use the design

asis to choose the best subsea components from their catalogue for the

oncept. This would then allow them to estimate the price of the con-

ept. 

These evaluations required the following data from the design basis:

• Number of template slots required (4). 

• Number of wells (3). 

• Water depth (200m). 

• Minimum, maximum and operating temperatures (10.3, 119.8 and

104.2 ◦C) 

• Minimum, maximum and operating pressures (156, 239 and 198

bara). 

The contractor was then required to specify or assume a 25 year field

ife. They also applied their internal guidelines for installation standards.

The design basis data was loaded from the Fuseki endpoint into the

onfiguration tool, as shown in Fig. 12 . 

This input data is then used to explore options for the well-head

ssembly (the drill centre), as shown in Fig. 13 . Here the system deter-

ines that eight Christmas Tree (XT) assemblies, five template mani-

olds and three well-heads could meet these design requirements. 

The engineer can then examine each of these options, evaluate any

aps and trade-offs needed and select the best products for the concept.

he tool then documents this choice and estimates cost. 

. Lessons learned and observations 

The demonstrations above showed that it was possible to implement

 DDB model using semantic web standards (OWL, RDF), public reusable

ntologies (e.g. ChEBI and OM2) and ISO15926. The model represented
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Fig. 10. Import of values into the TechnipFMC engineering tool. 

Fig. 11. Use of DDB data in a simulation tool. 
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he facts and constraints needed for conceptual design in a machine-

eadable format, exposed by a SPARQL end-point. This allowed vendor’s

roprietary systems to extract data in a machine-readable format. 

Tooling and software was all open-source. This is useful, but bet-

er performance and scalability may be obtained if we work with

ommercially-supported tools. 

The data model is open-source and is published at the web-site of

he SIRIUS Centre for Scalable Data Access ( www.sirius-labs.no/ddb ). 

We found that the IEC/ISO81346 system breakdown approach from

EADI could be used and provided a valuable way of describing the field
10 
evelopment concept in a top-down way. Organizing the design basis

s attributes of functional blocks and the connections between them is

onceptually easy to understand and provides a good upper structure

or more detailed modelling later in the design process. Our work here

s consistent with the READI Information Modelling Framework (IMF)

pproach ( Fjøsna and Waaler, 2021 ). The practical experience here has

een a valuable contribution to the further development of the IMF. 

Consistency in units of measurement remains a challenge in all in-

eroperability. We have built on recent evaluations of existing semantic

odels of units of measurement and chosen an approach that combines

http://www.sirius-labs.no/ddb
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Fig. 12. Input data loaded into the Subsea Configurator tool. 

Fig. 13. Proposal of options in the Subsea Configurator. 
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igour with flexibility. However, all interoperability work needs to build

n an agreement about the quantity types for numerical values and their

nit representation. 

We saw that some of the representations and modelling patterns in

WL were very verbose. This was a particular issue for the representa-

ion of fluid compositions, where we need to represent a vector of com-

ositions. Our implementation resulted in around 8000 lines of code for

xchanging a fluid composition with 25 components. Using templates

llowed us to build models using tabular data and vectors of variables.

his hid the verbosity from end-users. However, we are still concerned

bout the ability to scale up these patterns to large-scale engineering

rojects. 
11 
A possible approach is to move to a hybrid approach, where we mix

bject-oriented structuring of blocks, connections and parameters with

n ontology that defines the meaning of all the blocks and parameters

nd allows us to reason across the object-oriented data set. We are work-

ng further on this in the context of the READI IMF. 

Finally, the proof of concept looked only at parameters, i.e. require-

ents that can be reduced to a number, not functional requirements per

e. We are working further on how we can link enumerated, qualitative

r textual requirements to the modelling elements in the digital design

asis. Transforming textual requirements to numbers, bits and bytes is

ard. However, we believe that current work on semantics and natural

anguage will help in this. 
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. Conclusions 

In this work we have reported how a consortium of operators and

ompeting EPC companies demonstrated that a common data model can

e used to capture and share design basis data in early phase develop-

ent. This proof of concept was done to explore how recently matured

emantic technologies could be used to move an important business

ork flow away from a document-based model to a data-centric model.

Semantic modelling made this representation possible and allowed

ata to be entered in a structured way and be consumed by engineer-

ng applications. We have validated the basic approach, which builds on

eusing existing semantic models where possible. We have also demon-

trated the feasibility of mixing the modelling approaches defined by

SO15926 and ISO/IEC81346. 

We believe the industry needs to have more projects like this, where

onsortia along the supply chain work with academia and software ven-

ors to agree on interoperability standards by working on real, non-

rivial problems. Fortunately it appears that the European Union, World

conomic Forum and International Organization of Oil & Gas Producers

gree with this goal. 

Our approach here is not restricted to the oil & gas industry. The

ystem breakdown and modelling of fluid properties can be extended

traightforwardly to chemical, fine chemicals and energy applications.

 good first step would be an extension of the RDS for Oil & Gas to

nsure that it covers the unit operations in these other domains. We are

orking further with the READI partners to do this. 

This work was experimental, where we were seeking to prove that

ecent advances in system modelling and ontologies could be applied

o a real design basis problem. This meant the integrations with tools

ended to be pragmatic rather than user-friendly and scalable. Further

ork is needed to provide the tools that are necessary to integrate mod-

ls like this into engineering work flows. Semantic technology tools are

oo low-level to be used by practising engineers. OTTR templates have

ddressed some of these usability challenges, but further work must fo-

us on developing a set of tools to simplify configuration of the model

nd access to data. 

A graphical tool is needed for building system-oriented models by se-

ecting nodes and connecting these nodes with topological and semantic

elationships. This tool should also allow the configuration of design ba-

is data in a guided, but flexible sequence. This interface can exploit the

emantic content of the model to provide flow and check consistency. 

This interactive tool must be supplemented with tools that allow data

o be entered into the DDB in bulk, using tabular data. OTTR provides

ome of this functionality, but this functionality needs to be lifted up

nto interactive tools. 

Mappings need to be developed towards common process simula-

ors and engineering design databases. We need to both read design

ariables from the DDB and write calculated results back to the DDB.

ere we need to work together with the industry so that our models

nd vendor’s models converge over time to an actual or de-facto stan-

ard. We are cautiously optimistic about the possibilities of this being

uccessful. We see that many influential vendors are interested in ex-

osing their data using semantic schemas and open formats. We should

im for work practices where a DDB harvests data from engineering

ools without intervention from the engineer. 

The proof-of-concept has also helped us to develop a more systematic

pproach to defining the digital design basis. Time and organizational

onstraints meant that this first effort was more inductive than deduc-

ive. The modelling was driven by the data we had to represent and we

hen drew systematic conclusions from the solutions developed. 

The lessons from this project have been taken up in further, ambi-

ious initiatives by each of the partners. In particular we are contributing

o the revisions of READI IMF and RDS for Oil & Gas. This work aims to

ddress the tooling challenges above in the context of several on-going

eld development projects. It is also developing a formal systematiza-

ion of modelling and use of data in engineering projects. The results
12 
f this work have also been taken into the development of the forth-

oming Part 14 of the ISO15926 standard. We hope that these initia-

ives together will provide elements for establishing a practical, scalable

ramework for sharing information in the process engineering sector. 

. Glossary and abbreviations 

ChEBI Chemical Entities of Biological Interest. 

EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction. 

IMF Information Modelling Framework. 

OM2 An Ontology of Units of Measure. 

OWL Web Ontology Language (a W3C standard). 

RDF Resource Description Framework (a W3C standard). 

RDS Reference Designation System: a set of codes used in

ISO/IEC81346. 

READI Norwegian Joint Industry Project on semantic modelling for

engineering applications. 
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